Queries and Clarifications: Hiring of Data Centre Services
SN Bid Requirement

Query

Clarification

1.

The CSP should have an average annual turnover of INR 500 Amendment Requested :
No change, same as bid.
Crores and positive net-worth for the last three financial years The CSP should have an average annual
(FY 2016-17, 2017-18 and 2018-19).
turnover of INR 100 Crores and positive networth for the last three financial years (FY
2016-17, 2017-18 and 2018-19.
Reason : The Project scope is less than 5
Crores

2.

The CSP should be able to provide publicly available SLAs Amendment Requested :
As per MeITY guidelines
for storage and compute services and should be equal or more The CSP should be able to provide publicly
than 99.9%
available SLAs for storage and compute
services and should be as per MEITY
Standard Guidelines

3.

CSP should be in Gartner‘s Leader quadrant

Request to remove this point as this is not Accepted.
giving a fair chance for all the MEITY
Empanelled Qualified vendor. Moreover
‗make in India‘ is being promoted (refer to the
attached circular)
Also please include that CSP must be in the
latest MEITY Empanelment list providing
GCC

4.

Virtual Machine or Physical server - Up to 3.1 GHz Intel
Xeon® Platinum 8175 processors with new Intel Advanced
Vector Extension (AVX-512) instruction set 4 CORE 32GB
RAM, OS - Windows Server with SQL Server ENT Licenses

Virtual Machine or Physical server - Up to 3.1 No Change, same as bid.
GHz Intel Xeon® Platinum 8175 processors
with new Intel Advanced Vector Extension
(AVX-512) instruction set 4 CORE 32GB
RAM, OS - Windows Server with SQL Server
Std with managed Database service.
Managed Database Services with SQL Std
provides all enterprise features, with 99.95%
monthly SLA uptime and lower cost of
ownership.
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5.

Virtual Machine or Physical server - High frequency Intel
Xeon processors, Burstable CPU, governed by CPU Credits,
and consistent baseline performance 16 CORE 64 GB RAM,
OS 9- Windows Server with SQL Server ENT Licenses

Virtual Machine or Physical server - High No Change, same as bid.
frequency Intel Xeon processors, Burstable
CPU, governed by CPU Credits, and
consistent baseline performance 16 CORE 64
GB RAM, OS 9- Windows Server with SQL
Std Server with managed Database service.
Managed Database Services with SQL Std
provides all enterprise features, with 99.95%
monthly SLA uptime and lower cost of
ownership.

6.

Please add

The CSP should support incremental storage Not Accepted.
volume with provisioned IOPS up to 64000
with snapshot capability.
With increasing volume of transactions over 5
years it is important that the storage systems
are capable of supporting high volume of read
write operations. If the storage does not scale
enough that might become a bottleneck for all
other components.

7.

Please add

8.

Please add

CSP shall have fully managed AI/ML services Not Accepted.
for time series forecasting g and generating
recommendations.
With future workloads and data generation,
AI/ML services help in personalized
recommendations, modernizing your contact
center, improving safety and security, and
increasing customer engagement.
CSP should support serverless architecture to Not Accepted.
run code without provisioning or managing
servers.
Modern
application
use
serverless
architectures for the ease of use and
manageability of infrastructure.
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This will reduce the bidders to two CSP Accepted.
ONLY i.e. out of 12 empaneled CSP with
MEITY only two CSP can participate and rest
10 will be disqualified. Hence request you to
kindly remove the same

10.

The CSP should provide all variants of cloud service as per SaaS is broad term. Can we know which All services as per RFP and MeiTY guidelines
MeitY guidelines.
service they are looking under this category? for CSPs.
We would request to dilute this point
 Infrastructure as a Service
 (IaaS),
 Platform as a Service (PaaS)
 Software as a Service (SaaS)
 Dev/ Test Environment as a Service (DevOps)

11.

Internet bandwidth per month. Minimum speed of 300 to 500 As per the understanding, there are two type Up to 500Mbps unlimited Download/Upload
Mbps
of Model in Bandwidth, one is Volume based,
and second is speed based.
Kindly choose any one of the mode either
Mpbs based Model or Per GB/TB based
model

12.

Web Application Firewall per Rule

Please let us know the number of Application Please read - "Web Application Firewall with
to be configured behind the WAF. Also, Rule Min. 10 Gbps throughput.
based model is available with limited cloud
provider. Please remove the rule based pricing
as it give Vendor Advantage to specific cloud
provider. Kindly provide Specific requirement
application wise. Like Number of Application
to put behind WAF and throughput required.

13.

DDOS with 10 Gbps Throughput

In Comparison to 300 Mbps Internet No Change, same as bid.
Bandwidth DDOS of 1Gbps to 1.5 Gbps is
sufficient, As this can mitigate the 5 times of
internet. Kindly re-consider DDOS size.
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14.

Virtual Machine or Physical server - High frequency Intel
Xeon processors, Burstable CPU, governed by CPU Credits,
and consistent baseline performance 16 CORE 64 GB RAM,
OS - RHEL

Generally, Each vendor has built there cloud Bidders to provision VMs on INTEL CPUs
on specific processor model because this is based servers and ensure consistent
cloud specific requirement so dedicated performance
machine configuration does not Applicable.
This will give advantage in vendor locking.
Please change the requirement to generic as
this will not allow the all MeiTy vendor and
remove the competition in BID.

15.

Virtual Machine or Physical server - Up to 3.6 GHz Intel
Xeon® Platinum 8000 processors with new Intel Advanced
Vector Extension (AVX-512) instruction set 4 CORE 16 GB
RAM, OS - RHEL

Generally, Each vendor has built there cloud Bidders to provision VMs on INTEL CPUs
on specific processor model because this is based servers and ensure consistent
cloud specific requirement so dedicated performance
machine configuration does not Applicable.
This will give advantage in vendor locking.
Please change the requirement to generic as
this will not allow the all MeiTy vendor and
remove the competition in BID.

16.

Virtual Machine or Physical server - Up to 3.1 GHz Intel
Xeon® Platinum 8175 processors with new Intel Advanced
Vector Extension (AVX-512) instruction set 4 CORE 32GB
RAM, OS - Windows Server with SQL Server ENT Licenses

Generally, Each vendor has built there cloud Bidders to provision VMs on INTEL CPUs
on specific processor model because this is based servers and ensure consistent
cloud specific requirement so dedicated performance
machine configuration does not Applicable.
This will give advantage in vendor locking.
Please change the requirement to generic as
this will not allow the all MeiTy vendor and
remove the competition in BID.

17.

Virtual Machine or Physical server - Up to 3.1 GHz Intel
Xeon® Platinum 8175 processors with new Intel Advanced
Vector Extension (AVX-512) instruction set 4 CORE 32GB
RAM OS – RHEL

Generally, Each vendor has built there cloud Bidders to provision VMs on INTEL CPUs
on specific processor model because this is based servers and ensure consistent
cloud specific requirement so dedicated performance
machine configuration does not Applicable.
This, will give advantage in vendor locking.
Please change the requirement to generic as
this will not allow the all MeiTy vendor and
remove the competition in BID.
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18.

Virtual Machine or Physical server - Up to 3.1 GHz Intel
Xeon® Platinum 8175 processors with new Intel Advanced
Vector Extension (AVX-512) instruction set 2CORE 16GB
RAM OS – RHEL

Generally, Each vendor has built there cloud Bidders to provision VMs on INTEL CPUs
on specific processor model because this is based servers and ensure consistent
cloud specific requirement so dedicated performance
machine configuration does not Applicable.
This will give advantage in vendor locking.
Please change the requirement to generic as
this will not allow the all MeiTy vendor and
remove the competition in BID.

19.

Virtual Machine or Physical server - Up to 3.1 GHz Intel
Xeon® Platinum 8175 processors with new Intel Advanced
Vector Extension (AVX-512) instruction set 4CORE 32GB
RAM OS – RHEL

Generally, Each vendor has built there cloud Bidders to provision VMs on INTEL CPUs
on specific processor model because this is based servers and ensure consistent
cloud specific requirement so dedicated performance
machine configuration does not Applicable.
This will give advantage in vendor locking.
Please change the requirement to generic as
this will not allow the all MeiTy vendor and
remove the competition in BID.

20.

Virtual Machine or Physical server - Up to 3.1 GHz Intel
Xeon® Platinum 8175 processors with new Intel Advanced
Vector Extension (AVX-512) instruction set 8CORE 64GB
RAM OS – RHEL

Generally, Each vendor has built there cloud Bidders to provision VMs on INTEL CPUs
on specific processor model because this is based servers and ensure consistent
cloud specific requirement so dedicated performance
machine configuration does not Applicable.
This will give advantage in vendor locking.
Please change the requirement to generic as
this will not allow the all MeiTy vendor and
remove the competition in BID.

21.

Virtual Machine image storage in case of VMs

Please explain the purpose of Virtual Image, is
this use for dumping the snapshot of VMDK
files or VM machine backup. Is it a Object
Storage, Please elaborate.

BRLPS may visit and review the work environment of the
data center. The service provider should be able to provide
secured internet and remote access through MPLS
connectivity for connecting the servers at State Project
Management Unit, Patna and through SSL connectivity from

Kindly let us know SSL Connectivity. Does SSL VPN Connections as per RFP and MPLS
the remote user will require SSL VPN link required between BRLPS HQ, Patna and
Connection. If Yes, How many users.
Cloud.
Also, what is the purpose of MPLS

Bidder needs to keep the Virtual Machine
image (VMDK files) for all the VMs and also
keep data backup of complete storage up to 16
TB.
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any other location
The SSL connectivity and MPLS connectivity must support at
least 10 concurrent users

Query
Clarification
connectivity. Is there any MPLS need to be
required in the project, if yes who will provide
MPLS link and what is the bandwidth. Please
elaborate the requirement of MPLS.
MPLS connectivity Component is missing in
BOQ.
Kindly provide the Address of Project
Management unit for MPLS for feasibility.

22.

Cyber security and Data Security at data center should adhere
to International Standard certificates. The service provider
should provide 3-Tier Architecture and appropriate security in
each layer. The Server Infrastructure includes and provides
Managed Security Services through assigned dedicated
persons, Performance monitoring & configuration
management, and Virus/Malware/Spyware Monitoring and
Incident resolution and reporting. Escalation Matrix must be
defined well in advance and any changes must be updated to
BRLPS well in advance. Details of all tools and software to
be shared with the client on regular basis and any change to
be notified well in advance

Please let us know the current security stack.
Here, For any incident management doyou
need SIEM or SOC monitoring. If Yes, Please
add the Component in BOQ for SIEM Please
let us know, if SIEM is required. What are the
numbers of devices to be monitored in SIEM.
Online logs retention like: standard 1 Month
Offline logger: 6 Month retention.
Please provide the detailed information and
add the component in BOQ

23.

The virtualization platform used should be on globally
accepted Platform like VMware except for the Oracle
Database server which will be hosted on dedicated physical
server. Managed services includes Operating System
management, Database backup, restore and recovery, FTP
services and ensuring Remote access to required number of
users via internet

Who will bring the oracle license, what is Existing ORACLE license in name of BRLPS
current oracle edition and version
shall be used.
Configuration for Oracle server mentioned in
the RFP has been taken from Specific cloud
vendor, Kindly provide generic configuration
like Number of Physical core for Oracle,
RAM in GB etc.

24.

Migration of existing Infra to new cloud Infra. Storage of What is the exact size of Data, and Daily data Details of data shall be shared with the
approx. 11 TB. Including connectivity and bandwidth generation in GB, What type of Data like selected bidder
provisioning as required.
Application,DB files.
In RFP, At page 56 has clause "migrate the
platform with ―Zero Down time‖ or

Standard Security measures applicable as per
MeiTY guidelines. Bidder has to submit valid
MeiTY empanelment letter mentioning the
Data Centers from which the services would
be provisioned.
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maximum of 5 Working days down times"
Kindly relax the clause as this will provide
Advantage to existing vendor Only.

25.



Generic Queries








Please provide the existing platform Please refer Bid document.
details like Database and Application
Architecture.
How user are Authenticated in existing
method
Assuming, NO Disaster Recovery is
required .Please confirm.
Please provide the current full Data Size
in GB or TB,
Full DB size in GB/TB, and
Daily incremental growth in data in GB.
Who will provide MS SQL Enterprise
License, Will you use existing License?

26.

CSP should have capability to leverage BYOL for windows We understand that a Self-Certificate by Self-Certificate by Authorized signatory is
and oracle products.
Authorized Signatory of the Bidder would be acceptable
acceptable as the relevant documentary
evidence for complying the clause.
Documentary Evidence: Relevant documents or public facing
Please confirm our understanding.
URL

27.

CSP should be in Gartner‘s Leader quadrant

This particular clause is preventing free & fair Accepted.
participation of MeitY empanelled CSPs and
has inadvertently restricted the opportunity
amongst only two firms. This will limit
BRLPS [JEEViKA] to have the best possible
solution from experienced and competent
MeitY, Govt. of India empanelled Cloud
Service Providers (CSPs) at the most
competitive price point.
We would request BRLPS [JEEViKA] to
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kindly remove this clause to promote wider
participation which would benefit the
procurement process of BRLPS [JEEViKA].

28.

Storage & Back-up of BRLPS Cloud Infrastructure should be
managed by SAN storage of around 20 TB on all Flash
platforms with commitment of Input/output operations per
second (IOPS) up to minimum 1000 scalable10,000 per TB.
Scheduled Tape/disk based back-up every day at EOD. Full
back every 15 days and differential back-up of last 14 days to
be taken.

Cloud service is a managed environment Accepted.
where cloud storage is given as a service.
There is no SAN storage. Kindly change the
given clause.

29.

Data Centres should be compliant at a minimum with the Kindly add given clause under CSP criteria as No Change, same as bid.
following -PCI DSS Level 1
it is one of the mandatory compliance
requirements for cloud platforms. Levels of
PCI DSS certification specify the no of
transactions per month that the platform has
been certified for. Level 1: Platform certified
for over 6 million card transactions per year.

30.

CSP should be in Gartner‘s Leader quadrant

To be cloud specific. Please modify the clause Gartner‘s Leader Quadrant clause removed.
as - CSP should appear as leader in Gartner
Magic Quadrant for Cloud Infrastructure as a
Service, Operational database Management,
Public Cloud Storage Services, Disaster
Recovery as a Service, Mobile application
development Platform, Copy of third-Party
Reports should be provided.

31.

SOC 1/2/3 compliance

Please confirm if SOC 1,2 & 3 all are required No Change, same as bid.
or SOC 1,2 or 3 would suffice

32.

Important Technical Suggestion

For a better performance assurance, we No Change, same as bid.
suggest you to add the point: CSP should
ensure 99.9% uptime at individual VM and
proposed component level.
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33.

Rs. 4,00,000.00 to be paid through online mode. (i.e. NEFT /
RTGS, Credit / Debit Card & Net Banking) only NO
EXEMPTION is allowed from submitting bid security. Bid
security may also be paid through Bank Guarantee issued
from any scheduled Bank. The Bank Guarantee should be
issued in the name of Bihar Rural Livelihoods Promotion
Society, Patna. The Bank Guarantee should be valid till bid
validity period. Bidder has to upload the scanned copy of
Bank Guarantee on e-Proc portal and original copy of same
should be submitted within 7 days from the date of opening of
bid, otherwise the bid will be treated as Non-Responsive. Bid
received without bid security as above will be treated as nonresponsive.

Request to add that bidders registered with
MSME with valid certificate duly issued by
GOI are exempted for submitting Bid
Security.

34.

SECTION IV – BIDDING FORMS

Request you to upload BIDDING FORMS in
word document format which bidders can
download and use for bid submission.
This will help us in bid documents
preparation.

35.

Forms of Bid Security

Request you to upload Forms in word The bidding forms are already uploaded along
document format which bidders can download with bidding document in PDF format at the
and use for bid submission.
time of publication of advertisement. Hence,
cannot be changed now.

This assignment comes under the World Bank
Financed Project named Bihar Transformative
Development Project (BTDP). As per
provision contained in the Project Appraisal
Document (PAD) of the BTDP, ―No special
preference will be accorded to any bidder
This will motivate MSME registered
either for price or for other terms and
companies, who are also capable to deliver
conditions when competing with foreign
cloud services, to participate in this bid
bidders, State Owned Enterprises, Small Scale
Enterprises or Enterprises from any given
State‖.

This will help
preparation.
36.

MANUFACTURER‟S AUTHORIZATION

us

in

bid

The bidding forms are already uploaded along
with bidding document in PDF at the time of
publication of advertisement. Hence, cannot
be changed now.

documents

Request you to upload Form in word The bidding forms are already uploaded along
document format which bidders can download with bidding document in PDF format at the
and use for bid submission.
time of publication of advertisement. Hence,
cannot be changed now.
This will help
preparation.

37.

Clarification

us

in

bid

documents

The bid shall be signed by a person duly authorized to sign on Request you to confirm if the authorized It is clarified that authorized person has to sign

SN Bid Requirement
behalf of the Bidder. The authorization shall consist of a
written confirmation as specified in the BDS and shall be
uploaded along with the bid.

Query
Clarification
person can prepare various bid documents the bid documents with her/his handwritten
with his/her digital signatures on it? Or the signature.
authorized person needs to prepare various bid
documents with his /her handwritten signature
only?

38.

The Purchaser requires the Supplier to disclose any We will require more clarity, does it pertain to No, it is not pertaining to sub-contracting.
commissions or fees that may have been paid or are to be paid sub-contracting?
to agents or any other party with respect to the bidding
process or execution of the Contract. The information
disclosed must include at least the name and address of the
agent or other party, the amount and currency, and the
purpose of the commission, gratuity or fee.

39.

The payment-delay period after which the Purchaser shall pay We will want late payment charges after the No change. Same as per bid.
interest to the supplier shall be NIL days.
due date.

40.

A Performance Security shall be required. 5% of the Can we remove this requirement; TC does not No change, same as per bid.
completed contract value shall be submitted by the successful have the facility to provide Performance
bidder in the form of Bank Guarantee issued from a security.
nationalized bank valid for six (06) months beyond the
contract period. The performance security shall be released
within 30 days after completion of service obligation and
payment thereof.

41.

The maximum amount of liquidated damages shall be: 10% Can we suggest damages to be only applicable No change, same as per bid.
of the contract price.
credit allowances due and/or customer's right
to terminate a particular service

42.

"The Supplier warrants that all the Goods are new, unused,
and…............................................If having been notified, the
Supplier fails to remedy the defect within the period specified
in the SCC, the Purchaser may proceed to take within a
reasonable period such remedial action as may be necessary,
at the Supplier‘s risk and expense and without prejudice to
any other rights which the Purchaser may have against the
Supplier under the Contract.

We will want to keep the warranties standard No change, same as per bid.
terms or those common in the industry, can it
be modified to suggest that we will perform
services in workmanlike manner and have
authority to execute the contract and will
comply with law.
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43.

"The Supplier shall, subject to the Purchaser‘s compliance
with GCC Sub-Clause 29.2, indemnify and hold harmless the
Purchaser and its employees and officers from and against
any and all suits, actions or administrative proceedings,
claims,…..................

44.

…..............aggregate liability of the Supplier to the Purchaser, Can we suggest the cap to be the most recent No change, same as per bid.
whether under the Contract, in tort or otherwise, shall not twelve (12) months of charges collected.
exceed the total Contract Price, provided that this limitation
shall not apply to the cost of repairing or replacing defective
equipment, or to any obligation of the supplier to indemnify
the purchaser with respect to patent infringement.

45.

If a Force Majeure situation arises, the Supplier shall Can we block 60 days as deadlock for FM to No change, same as per bid.
promptly notify the Purchaser in writing of such condition be invoked, Also FM shall be except for
and the cause thereof. Unless otherwise directed by the Customer‘s payment obligations
Purchaser in writing, the Supplier shall continue to perform
its obligations under the Contract as far as is reasonably
practical, and shall seek all reasonable alternative means for
performance not prevented by the Force Majeure event.

46.

In the event the Purchaser terminates the Contract in whole or
in part, pursuant to GCC Clause 35.1(a), the Purchaser may
procure, upon such terms and in such manner as it deems
appropriate, Goods or Related Services similar to those
undelivered or not performed, and the Supplier shall be liable
to the Purchaser for any additional costs for such similar
Goods or Related Services. However, the Supplier shall
continue performance of the Contract to the extent not
terminated.

47.

The Purchaser, by notice sent to the Supplier, may terminate Termination notice period shall be 90 days No change, same as per bid.
the Contract, in whole or in part, at any time for its also early termination changers shall apply.
convenience. The notice of termination shall specify that
termination is for the Purchaser‘s convenience, the extent to

>> Can we restrict IP Infringement to No change, same as per bid.
replacement by supplier to an non Infringing
product/service.
> Further considering the Services are
network related there is very less probability
of IP Infringement.

We will not prefer to agree to such risk No change, same as per bid.
purchase clause. Suggest deletion.
We will want the right to terminate in case of
breach
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which performance of the Supplier under the Contract is
terminated, and the date upon which such termination
becomes effective.

Clarification

48.

The Supplier shall be entirely responsible for all taxes, duties, Prices should be inclusive of taxes.
license fees, etc., incurred until delivery of the contracted
Goods to the Purchaser.

Not Accepted.
Prices should be quoted in the attached Price
Schedule.
The amount of GST will not be considered for
evaluation of bids.

49.

Unless otherwise specified in the SCC, the Goods supplied In place of fully can suggest "required by This bidding document is a standard bidding
under the Contract shall be fully insured—against loss or applicable law and is customary in accordance document of the World Bank.
damage incidental to manufacture or acquisition, with best industry standards."
transportation, storage, and delivery, in accordance with the
This assignment is a Non Consulting Services
applicable Incoterms or in the manner specified in the SCC.
and the provision of “Contract shall be fully
insured—against loss or damage incidental to
manufacture or acquisition, transportation,
storage, and delivery” is applied for supply of
Goods. Hence, not applicable in this
assignment.

50.

Eligibility Criteria for the Managed Service Provider (MSP)
2. The Bidder should have an average annual turnover of INR
3 Cr and positive net-worth in last three financial Years.
Documentary Evidence:
# Extracts from the audited Balance sheet and Profit & Loss;
for any three consecutive three financial years (FY 2016-17,
2017-18, 2018-19 and 2019-20)
# Certificate from the Statutory Auditor/ Company Secretary/
CA on turnover details for the last three (3) financial years
# Certificate from the Statutory Auditor/ Company Secretary/

Due to the prevalent COVID-19 situation we
have not been able to convene the AGM and
file our audited accounts. So we would request
BRLPS [JEEViKA] to allow Company
Secretary
signed
un-audited
financial
statements for the FY 2019-20 for Eligibility
Criteria and other tender compliance.
For all earlier FYs ending on 31st March
2019, we can provide the audited financials
and CA certificates.
Kindly confirm the acceptance of our request.

It is clarified that ―The Bidder (Managed
Service Provider (MSP) should have an
Average Annual Turnover of INR 10 crore
and positive net-worth during the last three
financial years i.e., 2016-17, 2017-18 &
2018-19 along with required documentary
evidences as mentioned in the bid document.
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51.

Eligibility Criteria for the Managed Service Provider (MSP)

To evaluate the quality and process related No Change, same as bid.
standardization & maturity of the project
delivery capability of the MSP and Bidder we
3. The Bidder Should have the following Certificates valid as
would request BRLPS [JEEViKA] to request
on the date of bidding.
for valid ISO 9000:2015, ISO 20000:2011,
# ISO 27001:2013
ISO 27001:2013 and CMMi – Level 3 as on
# ISO 9001:2008 / ISO 9001:2015
date of bid submission.
# ISO 20000:2011
This would ensure the quality level of the
project delivery as envisaged and required by
BRLPS [JEEViKA].
Kindly confirm the acceptance of our request.

52.

Payment will be made on a Quarterly basis on successfully As per the industry standard, we would It is clarified that payment will be made on
meeting the service level and on submission of availability request BRLPS [JEEViKA] to process the quarterly basis after completion of one quarter
and performance report on quarterly basis.
payment on a "Quarterly in Advance" basis.
and
submission
of
availability and
performance report on quarterly basis along
with bill. However, the SLA of current
completed quarter will be considered in next
quarter payment.

53.

The Bidder should have the experience of executing at-least 3
cloud based projects for any State/ PSU/ Central Government
Institution out of which at least one project of value Rs. 50
Lakhs should have been executed in Bihar in last two years

54.

Bidder should have the experience of executing at-least 3 Bidder should have the experience of It is clarified that ―Bidder should have the
cloud based projects for any State/ PSU/ Central Government executing at-least 3 cloud based projects for experience of executing at-least 3 cloud based
Institution out of which at least one project of value Rs. 50 any State/ PSU/ Central Government projects for any State/ PSU/ Central

Request for Amendment :
The Bidder should have the experience of
executing at-least 3 cloud based projects for
any State/ PSU/ Central Government
Institution out of which at least one project of
value Rs. 200Lakhs anywhere in India
Reason : In case of MSP bidding and signing
the Work Contract they should have earlier
executed equal size projects and the
limitations should not be to local region only

It is clarified that ―Bidder should have the
experience of executing at-least 3 cloud based
projects for any State/ PSU/ Central
Government Institution out of which one
project of value Rs. 50 Lakhs should have
been executed in the last two years
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Lakhs should have been executed in Bihar in last two years.

55.

Last Date/Time for uploading the Tender is 14-09-2020 till
04.00 PM and Time and date of opening of bids is 14-09-2020
at 04.30 PM.

Query
Institution/ Private Enterprises out of which at
least one project of value Rs. 50 Lakhs should
have been executed in Bihar in last two years.
Justification
Making it as requested will help in better and
maximum participation of bidders having
relevant experience for cloud based projects

Clarification
Government Institution out of which one
project of value Rs. 50 Lakhs should have
been executed in the last two years

It is clarified that last date/time for uploading
of tender is changed to 21-09-2020 till 04.00
PM.
Time/date for online opening of bids will be
on 21-09-202 0 04.30 PM.

Note: All the prospective bidders are requested to complete their submission before the date mentioned in the Bid Document to avoid any
technical glitches in last hour.

